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Abstract: Reaching movements are usually initiated by visual events and controlled visually and
kinesthetically. Lately, studies have focused on the possible benefit of auditory information for
localization tasks, and also for movement control. This explorative study aimed to investigate if it is
possible to code reaching space purely by auditory information. Therefore, the precision of reaching
movements to merely acoustically coded target positions was analyzed. We studied the efficacy of
acoustically effect-based and of additional acoustically performance-based instruction and feedback
and the role of visual movement control. Twenty-four participants executed reaching movements
to merely acoustically presented, invisible target positions in three mutually perpendicular planes
in front of them. Effector-endpoint trajectories were tracked using inertial sensors. Kinematic data
regarding the three spatial dimensions and the movement velocity were sonified. Thus, acoustic
instruction and real-time feedback of the movement trajectories and the target position of the hand
were provided. The subjects were able to align their reaching movements to the merely acoustically
instructed targets. Reaching space can be coded merely acoustically, additional visual movement
control does not enhance reaching performance. On the basis of these results, a remarkable benefit
of kinematic movement acoustics for the neuromotor rehabilitation of everyday motor skills can
be assumed.
Keywords: reaching; motor control; sensory-motor integration; audition and movement;
proprioception and movement; kinematic movement sonification; knowledge of results; knowledge
of performance; visual-to-auditory substitution; neuromotor rehabilitation
1. Introduction
Reaching movements are everyday actions essential for coping with everyday life. Information
about the position of the hand is transmitted via the visual and the proprioceptive sense [1]. In reaching
movements, the movement of the arm is continuously adjusted [2]. Information about the target
position and the location of the hand are continuously monitored [2]. Apparently, at least when the
moving limb is not visible, but the target point is, proprioceptive information about the location of the
arm is continuously compared to visual information about the target position and thus the ongoing
movement is smoothly corrected [3].
Not only visual and proprioceptive, but also auditory information can be used to guide arm
movements [4,5]. Boyer et al. [6] completed a reaching study with merely acoustically coded artificial
targets in the transverse plane with blindfolded participants. Directional information was given
by stereo headphones reconstructing the sound pressure of a sound source at a given position in
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the transverse plane. The average deviation from the target was lower when the target sound was
presented for two seconds than when it was presented for 0.25 s. There was also a feedback condition
in which a continuous auditory real-time feedback of the hand position, with the same systematic as
for the target presentation, was given. As instruction, the target was also presented here for 0.25 s.
Reaching performance in this condition did not differ from that of the two conditions without any
feedback. When this feedback was shifted 18.5◦ left from the real hand position, reaching performance
was worse than in the condition without any feedback and a target presentation of two seconds [6].
Sound and motion are closely linked. Sound is vibration and vibration is movement. There is no
sound if there is no movement. The auditory perception has a high temporal resolution but can also
convey spatial information and does not require focused attention. Most movements, however, do not
provoke considerable acoustic effects. Additional artificial auditory movement information is needed
to enhance the amount of auditory information of usually almost silent movements.
The idea to provide movement information via the auditory channel has been pursued for several
decades [7]. Research has focused on the benefits of additional auditory movement information
on motor perception, motor control, motor learning and cooperative motion [8–15]. As underlying
neurophysiologic functions, multisensory integration [16–18] and intermodal sensorimotor movement
representations [19–23] are discussed. Human ability to emerge supramodal action representations
might enable the support of proprioception by additional acoustic information.
Acoustic movement information can be used to augment the perception of another modality,
but movement acoustics alone also provides information about a movement pattern for the support of
motor perception and motor performance. Research in this area has focused on natural [24–26] but also
on artificial movement sounds [27–29]. Levy-Tzedek et al. [30] even developed a visual- to- auditory
sensory substitution device to enable blind people to guide reaching movements.
Movement acoustics has been used in neurorehabilitation dedicated to sensory-motor deficits, for
example in the rehabilitation of target-orientated arm movements [12,31–34]. Additional work has
been realized with guiding- and feedback-acoustics. Thaut et al. succeeded in the rhythmic facilitation
of gait for Parkinson’s disease [35] and stroke patients [36], and also in the rhythmic cuing of reaching
movements for stroke patients [37]. Ghai et al. reviewed further benefits of auditory cuing for gait
impairments caused by aging [38], cerebral palsy [39], and Parkinson’s disease [40]. Thaut provided
an overview about therapeutic usable effects of music in neuromotor rehabilitation [41]. The findings
of Schauer and Mauritz suggest that walking in time with music adjusted to the actual individual step
frequency can improve not only step length and therefore also gait velocity but also gait symmetry
in stroke patients more than traditional gait therapy [42]. Young et al. differentiated the benefit of
different kinds of non-sonification auditory instruction for various gait parameters in Parkinson’s
disease [43].
There has been already some evidence that real-time movement acoustics can support neuromotor
rehabilitation, albeit most of the studies use movement data to create auditory error feedback [44],
target-orientated feedback [45] or more musical-oriented movement acoustics [46]. These kinds of
acoustic information usually need processing on a conscious level of perception.
Initial approaches to the use of kinematic movement acoustics in neuromotor rehabilitation have
also been developed [12,47]. Here, movement sonification is configured as continuous real-time
kinematic auditory feedback intending to initiate audio-motor couplings and becoming integrated
directly in multimodal perception as described above. Based on this “lower-level” efficiency, movement
sonification should be appropriate for substituting reduced proprioception in stroke patients and for
example so enhance the effectiveness of the rehabilitation process.
Such kind of sensory enhancements should increase the neuronal plasticity and support the
functional reorganization of the sensory-motor system within the central nervous system. A first step is
intended to focus on simple everyday actions of the upper extremities as goal-directed arm movements
in three-dimensional action space. Preparatorily, an effective approach to represent this reaching space
acoustically and the development of an appropriate sonification device is required.
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This explorative study analyzes if it is possible, on the basis of our sonification device developed in
the first steps, to perform reaching movements to merely acoustically instructed, invisible targets and to
use acoustic feedback for the movement control. The aim was to study the implicit effectiveness of the
available acoustic information about the target position and the movement. Therefore, the employed
subjects were not experienced in the use of movement sonification and had no explicit knowledge of the
used sound composition. Additionally, the impact of visual control of the movement on the precision
of merely acoustically guided reaching movements in three planes in healthy subjects was analyzed.
In this way, we expected to evoke an activation of audio-motor respectively audio-visuo-motor
processes and to address sensory and motor control mechanisms.
Human movements are continuously exposed to alterations in direction, velocity, and forces. For
this reason, a continuous mapping is required to adequately depict them. We decided to use continuous
kinematic real-time auditory movement information to achieve a high level of auditory- proprioceptive
congruence. Since the processing of error-related auditory information requires conscious cognitive
processes as attention and we wanted to address implicit processes instead, we did not choose
error-related, but kinematic movement sonification. These considerations are for example supported by
Rosati et al. [34] who showed superiority of a task-related audio feedback compared to an error-related
audio feedback in a visual tracking task.
Based on the considerations of Graziano [2], we decided to use data of the right
metacarpophalangeal joints to generate acoustic information about the target position and the reaching
movement. For the acoustic representation of the target position of the hand, three- dimensional spatial
coordinates were sonified. For the continuous representation of the reaching movement, acoustic
information about movement velocity was added. The systematics of the sonification was adopted from
Vinken et al. [27], who found a high efficacy of such a four- dimensional sonification of a continuous
kinematic trajectory in the auditory discrimination of arm movements. The coding of the vertical spatial
component by pitch was also in accordance with Melara and O’Brien [48] and Scholz et al. [33,46].
The results of Küssner et al. [49], who studied the relations between musical parameters and intuitive
gestures and found a positive correlation between pitch and height, also supported the choice of this
mapping. The horizontal coding by stereo characteristics conformed to that applied by Boyer et al. [6].
The spatial depth was mapped on spectral composition. In this way, we intended to create an auditory
space to enable the localization of reaching targets. Regarding the thoughts of Boyer et al. [6] and
the findings of Vinken et al. [27], we added a velocity component to the spatial information for the
movement sonification. In the light of the above-mentioned results of Boyer et al. [6] suggesting that
the auditory position stimulus presentation of 0.25 s is too short for the generation of a precise and
reliable target representation, our instruction sound was longer than 0.25 s in all conditions. In order to
control the influence of the extent of given information, we worked with two different durations of
target presentation.
In contrast to Boyer et al. [6] and to facilitate the task, we chose to design the instruction and
feedback in the same manner. That means that the subjects were prompted to produce by their reaching
movement the same sound as they had heard for instruction. To realize a clear temporal separation
between instruction and feedback to avoid confusion, the participants’ movement did not start before
the instruction was finished. We therefore accepted a reduced reaching performance observed by other
authors for the removal of target presentation prior to the completion of the reaching movement [3,6].
Since we think that it is possible to merely acoustically instruct target positions for reaching
movements and that our kind of movement sonification is highly effective, we formulated the hypothesis
that the blind as well as the sighted experimental group is able to hit the target points with a precision
clearly above chance. In the light of the described important role of vision in reaching movements and
the beneficial effects of audio-visual integration and audio-visuo-motor processing associated with
movement sonification, we expect the sighted experimental group to be superior to the blind group in
reaching precision. In spite of the merely acoustic target instruction, we suppose that the visibility
of the moving arm enhances the precision of the reaching action. Furthermore, we hypothesize that
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additional continuous auditory instruction and real-time feedback about the movement is superior to a
mere discrete sonification of target point. Considering the learning effect proved by Effenberg et al. [14]
and the improvement of the performance over time observed by Vinken et al. [27] even without the
availability of feedback, we assume an improvement of the reaching performance over time in the
present study.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants
Twenty-four subjects (14 females, 10 males), aged 19 to 30 years (mean age: 22.2± 3.0), participated
in this study. All participants had a normal or corrected-to-normal vision (standard vision test),
a normal hearing (hearing test: HTTS, Version 2.10, 00115.04711, SAX GmbH, Berlin, Germany) and
were right-handed (Edinburgh Inventory, 10-item version). To ensure musical sense, MBEA (Montreal
Battery of Evaluation of Amusia) online version [50] was conducted. Following Peretz et al. [51],
subjects who scored less than 70% were excluded. The investigations were conducted in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki. All experimental procedures were approved by the “Central Ethics
Committee” ZEK-LUH at the Leibniz University Hannover, Hanover, Germany. All participants gave
their informed consent for inclusion prior to their participation. After the completion of the experiment,
the subjects received a modest monetary compensation.
2.2. Experimental Setup
The participants were seated on a height-adjustable chair in front of an experimental apparatus
resting on a table and wore circumaural headphones (Beyer Dynamic, DT 100, 30–20.000 Hz) as well as
inertial sensors.
A digitizing tablet (WACOM Intuos4 XL PTK-1240, active surface 487.7 mm × 304.8 mm) was
positioned successively in the xy-plane (with the long tablet side along the y-axis), yz-plane (with the
long tablet side along the z-axis), or xz-plane (with the long tablet side along the x-axis) as shown in
Figure 1.
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The digitizing pen was positioned next to the tablet. A chin rest, positioning the chin at a height 
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Figure 1. The tablet positions in the three used planes. X-axis is later called “transverse axis”, y-axis is
later called “longitudinal axis” and z-axis is later called “sagittal axis”. The subject sits at the front edge
of the table, looking in the direction of the z-axis.
The digitizing pen was positioned next to the tablet. A chin rest, positioning the chin at a
height of 30 cm from table surface, in combination with a height-adjustable chair ensured a firm and
standardized head position throughout the whole experiment. An arm res provoking approximately
a 90-degree abduction in the right shoulder joint was us d in the cali ration process of the inertial
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sensors. The subjects were instructed to execute reaching actions with a digitizing pen in their right
hand towards invisible, merely acoustically coded target positions on the tablet (see Figure 2).
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2.3. Stimulus aterial
A human model was equipped with four inertial sensors ( Tx miniature inertial 3DOF
orientation tracker; Xsens Technologies BV, Enschede, The Netherlands) on the right arm. The
sensors (size: 38 mm × 53 mm × 21 mm, weight: 30 g) were attached on the middle of the right
shoulder, the right upper arm, the right lower arm, and the back of the right hand. The inertial sensors
provided 3D acceleration data (up to eighteen times of the acceleration of gravity), 3D rate of turn
(up to 1200◦/s), three degrees of freedom orientation and a sampling rate up to 100 Hz depending on
the number of sensors used [52,53]. Data of the inertial sensors were recorded while the model was
executing reaching actions with the digitizing pen towards one of nine different target positions on the
tablet (see Figure 3).
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correspond to the dimension of the digitizing tablet.
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In a next step, a forward kinematic model of the right arm was used to determine trajectory and
velocity information of the right metacarpophalangeal joints [54]. Four specific kinematic parameters
were chosen to be mapped on four different parameters of a sound (patch 100 “jupiter lead” from
“Preset D Group”, SonicCell, Roland) [54]: (a) The absolute velocity of the right metacarpophalangeal
joints was mapped on the volume of the sound (the faster the movement, the louder the sound). (b) The
position of the right metacarpophalangeal joints on the y-axis was mapped on the pitch (the higher
the metacarpophalangeal joints in space, the higher the sound). The pitch was modulated by two
octaves from G2 to G4. (c) The position of the right metacarpophalangeal joints on the z-axis was
mapped on the spectral composition (the higher the value, the less overtones the sound has; standard
MIDI Continuous Controller No. 74, controls the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter for an overall
brightness control). (d) The position of the right metacarpophalangeal joints on the x-axis was mapped
on the stereo characteristics (the further the metacarpophalangeal joints were on the left side from the
acting subject’s perspective, the louder the sound was on the left audio channel and the quieter the
sound was on the right audio channel and vice versa). In this way, sonification-recordings (1.0–1.65 s)
of different reaching actions towards target positions were generated. Additionally, the position of the
right metacarpophalangeal joints when having reached the target point with the digitizing pen was
transformed into sound by using the three above mentioned positional mappings (b, c, and d). In this
way, the instruction sounds were formed. The participants’ real-time sonification feedback was created
in the same way.
2.4. Experimental Conditions
The subjects, parallelized for sex, were randomized into two groups. While executing identical
reaching tasks to invisible targets, 12 subjects were blindfolded and 12 subjects had their eyes
open during the experiment. The experimental task was to hit the instructed target positions as
exactly as possible. All participants received auditory instruction and feedback. There were three
different conditions:
1. Continuous condition:
• Instruction: Sonification of the model’s reaching movement towards the target positions
followed by the sonification of the model’s final position for 1 s.
• Feedback: Real-time sonification of the participant’s reaching movement followed by the
sonification of the participant’s final position for 1 s.
2. Discrete short condition:
• Instruction: Sonification of the model’s final position for 1 s.
• Feedback: Real-time sonification of the participant’s final position for 1 s.
3. Discrete long condition:
• Instruction: Sonification of the model’s final position for the duration of the model’s reaching
movement and one more second (in total 2.0–2.65 s).
• Feedback: Real-time sonification of the participant’s final position for 1 s.
2.5. Procedure
After a standardized familiarization protocol, the test session began without any further practice
trials. The experimental protocol took approximately 60 min (without including the familiarization).
A total of 108 trials were given, consisting of nine trials (nine different target positions on the tablet,
see Table S1) multiplied by four conditions (one discrete short block, one discrete long block, and two
continuous blocks) multiplied by three tablet positions (xy-plane, yz-plane, xz-plane). The stimuli
were displayed in blocks of nine trials (each target position was randomly presented once in the
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sequence). Four blocks (one set of blocks) were repeated in all three tablet positions, in the same block
order (balanced and randomized among the subjects) but with a varied trial order. The order of the
tablet positions was also balanced and randomized among the subjects. Between the three sets of
blocks there were breaks of 5 min. The trials were presented to the participants in a standardized
setting. Each trial consisted of (1) reaching for and grasping the pen, (2) the sonification sequence
(see Instruction-Audios S1–81) presented once via headphones, (3) the execution of the reaching
movement towards the digitizing tablet, (4) putting the pen down, and (5) putting the arm on the arm
rest. The overall duration of a single trial was about 15 s.
2.6. Data Acquisition and Analysis
The two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates of the reaching point on the digitizing tablet were
measured for each trial. The tablet sampled the x and y coordinates of the stylus hit with a spatial
accuracy of 0.005 mm. The collected data were stored for later analyses. The reaching error was
represented by the vector from the target to the reaching position. The absolute values of the single
vector coordinates describe the sizes of the absolute deviations along the three directions in space
(termed ‘Absolute differences’). The magnitude of the vector represents the distance between the target
and the reaching position (termed ‘Absolute distance’). T-tests and analyses of variance with repeated
measurements were used to compute the significance of the deviations to the target point. For the
post hoc test, the Bonferroni test was used. A significance criterion of α = 5% was established for all
results reported.
3. Results
Figure 4 exemplifies the reaching positions of all participants for one target point. The endpoints
of the reaching movements spread around the target point.
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pointing results: grey.
The mean absolute distance from the target point was 11.68 cm (SD: 2.46 cm) over all subjects,
planes and conditions and th ref re significantly lower than 18.60 cm, the value for the a solute
distance expected at r om r aching (t(23) = −13.49, p < 0.00 ). Accordingly, the averag d absolute
differ nces between reaching nd target point coordinates in the three directions in space over all
subjects, axes and conditio s was 7.25 cm (SD: 1.53 cm). This value is significantly lower than 11.75 cm,
the value for the absolute axial differences expected at random reaching (t(23) = −14.13, p < 0.00 ).
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This error remained stable over time, repeated measures ANOVA (3 sequences × 4 blocks × 9
trials, sorted chronologically) revealed no significant main effect or interaction for absolute distance to
target point. Figure 5 shows the time course of the average absolute distance.
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There was a significant main effect “axis” (F(2, 44) = 8.92, p = 0.001, ηp2 = 0.29). The differences
between the longitudinal axis and the transverse axis (p = 0.022) as well as between the longitudinal
axis and the sagittal axis (p < 0.001) became significant, whereas the differences in the reaching precision
between the transverse axis and the sagittal axis did not (p = 0.580) (see Figure 6). As the three axes
were acoustically represented by three different sound parameters, this result cannot be interpreted
purely regarding the spatial orientation.
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There was also a significant main effect “sonification class” (F(1, 22) = 6.81, p = 0.016, ηp2 = 0.24)
with a better reaching performance in conditions with mere discrete instruction and feedback than in
conditions with additional continuous instruction and feedback, as depicted in Figure 7.
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Main effect “block” (F(1, 22) < 0.01, p = 0.955, ηp2 < 0.01) did not reach significance. The reaching
performance in the discrete blocks in which both instruction and feedback took 1 s did not differ from
that in the discrete blocks in which both instruction and feedback took as long as the continuous acoustic
information did in the blocks ith additional continuous information about the reaching movement.
4. Discussion
The present work investigated the efficacy of mere acoustic instruction and feedback of reaching
movements of healthy subjects and the role of sight. We tested if the sonification device, developed by
our work group is appropriate to repr sent reaching space merely acoustically. Th participants were
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instructed to execute reaching movements to invisible, solely acoustically coded targets positioned in
the frontal, the transverse and the sagittal plane in front of them. Differences in detail of the acoustic
information shaped the experimental conditions. One of the two experimental groups was blindfolded.
Reaching is originally a visual action, but in this study, it was transformed into an auditory
action. The mean absolute distance from the target point over all participants and measuring points
was significantly lower than expected at random reaching. It can be concluded that it is possible to
instruct action areas merely acoustically. Although the participants were not informed about how
the sound was composed, they were able to orientate themselves towards the sonification. The
developed sonification device enables the mere acoustic representation of reaching space. Regarding
the invisibility of the target, with an average absolute distance of 11.68 cm from the target point in
an active surface of 48.77 cm × 30.48 cm, the reaching performance was surprisingly high. Kinematic
movement sonification can provide information for perception and action for humans, being classified
as musical. This result corresponds to other studies with movement sonification [8,14,27,55].
The participants did not improve over time. No temporal effect became evident, even if the blocks
with continuous and discrete instruction and feedback were regarded separately from those with only
discrete sounds. The feedback did not seem to have any effect on the subsequent reaching performance.
The reasons for the absence of a temporal effect need further investigation.
There was no difference between the two treatment groups with vs. without the possibility for
visual movement control, indicating that visual perception is not required for the control of solely
acoustically instructed reaching movements. Studies emphasizing the importance of sight for the
precision of reaching movements work with visual targets [1,3,56,57]. In this case, vision is used
for the adjustment of the movement to the target position. However, if the target cannot be seen,
vision apparently cannot be applied to improve the reaching accuracy. This result indicates that we
achieved a close proximity between the proprioceptive and auditory perception of the reaching position
with the chosen sound design. For an application of kinematic movement acoustics in neuromotor
rehabilitation, this result could mean that the sonification device is effective by itself and that additional
visual focusing is redundant.
The continuous acoustic presentation of the hand position in the condition with discrete and
continuous instruction and real-time feedback was supposed to function as auditory counterpart to
the prevented continuous visual adjustments of the reaching movement, but it did not. The reaching
accuracy in the experimental condition with additional continuous sonification as instruction and
feedback was even impaired. A related effect was reported by Rosati et al. [34] who observed a
worse performance in a visual tracking task with two kinds of visual feedback than in the task with
only one visual feedback. The authors explain this effect with a saturation of the visual channel,
so that the additional feedback acts as distraction, rather than providing useful information [34].
Boyer et al. [6] observed a similar effect of a continuous auditory real-time feedback of the hand
position in reaching movements. In their above-described study, the addition of feedback in form of
movement acoustics to an otherwise feedback-free acoustically instructed target did not improve the
reaching accuracy. The authors discuss whether auditory feedback about the limb position provides
benefitting information about a motor action. They consider that the participants might have been
confused because the auditory modality overflowed with both the sonification of the target position
and the positional movement sonification [6].
Possibly, complex acoustic sound sequences are not suitable to mark movements to discrete target
points. For reaching movements, for which the target points are the focus, the movement itself might
lose relevance. Another possibility is that the combination of a discrete and a continuous sonification
component was responsible for the negative effect of the movement sonification. Either simply
the additional cognitive load or the difference in the characteristic of the two sonification sounds
might have led to an informational overload. Possibly, the combination of two different sonification
characteristics (discrete vs. continuous or “knowledge of results” vs. “knowledge of performance”)
prevented the subjects from shaping an audio-proprioceptive action representation. In this way,
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the performance-based sonification might have functioned as an interference factor that disturbed the
memory of the effect-/result-based sonification. Boyer et al. [6] assume that in this case the subjects
do not use the acoustic feedback information but rely on the familiar and reliable proprioceptive
information. Because the difference in the absolute differences in reaching precision between the two
conditions dealt with here was 0.81 cm, the negative impact is not that serious.
The reported superiority of mere discrete instruction and feedback compared to the combination
of a discrete and a continuous component for instruction and feedback becomes significant only for
the longitudinal axis, but not for the transverse or the sagittal axis. Since the effect of alignment
of axis and sound parameter are mixed here, it cannot be decided which factor is responsible for
the differences in the reaching precision. We think it is more plausible that it is the coding by the
pitch, rather than the longitudinal alignment of the axis, that is associated with the negative impact
of the movement sonification on the reaching precision. Coincidently, the reaching precision on the
longitudinal axis was significantly better than on the transverse and sagittal axes. The fact that the
pitch (coding the position on the longitudinal axis) apparently transmits more information than the
other two sound parameters might be the reason for the higher susceptibility to a disturbance by an
additional movement sonification for target positions coded by pitch.
The acoustic presentation of the invisible target positions provided appropriate information for
the alignment of the reaching movements. Acoustical instruction and feedback about the course
of the reaching movement was not useful. However, for an application of continuous movement
acoustics to patients with sensorimotor disabilities, the prerequisites differ fundamentally. For example,
stroke patients partially show a dramatically reduced proprioceptive control. Here, the application
of continuous movement acoustics should provide a possibility to substitute proprioceptive control
rudimentally and thus support recovery in neuromotor rehabilitation. The implicit effectiveness of the
acoustic information and the redundancy of focused attention should be a considerable advantage
over the visual movement control. First steps towards the use of continuous kinematic movement
sonification in stroke rehabilitation have already been realized [58,59]. Also, for patients with hip
arthroplasty, kinematic movement sonification has the potential to accelerate the recovery, as shown by
Reh et al. [60]. These are however only initial steps towards the use of real- time kinematic sonification
in the neuromotor rehabilitation. Further research is clearly needed. It remains to be seen whether a
prospective sonification device for the neuromotor rehabilitation of proprioceptively impaired patients
will remain permanently necessary like a prosthesis or will become redundant after the treatment.
It could be assumed that after a period of being exposed to an attendant auditory perception of one’s
own movements, the proprioception is resensitized. Auditory information might become redundant
and internal feedback might be sufficient to sustain the acquired movement technique. The persisting
learning effects following exposure to real-time movement sonification [14,61] are consistent with
this assumption. Danna and Velay [12] studied this issue in two deafferented subjects but could not
confirm the assumption. They discussed the reason for the absence of a learning effect. Motor learning
might be per se impossible without proprioceptive feedback and sonification might also perspectively
only serve as a prosthesis that the patients are dependent on for the rest of their life [12]. They counter
that another explanation might be that the duration of the intervention has been too short to prove
a learning effect and that motor learning simply takes more time in deafferented patients, possibly
because most of the brain capacity is oriented towards coping with the task [12]. That would mean that
the prosthesis might become dispensable one day because the patients might have regained their motor
performance with the aid of movement sonification. This would offer the prospect of a sonification
assisted recovery from proprioceptive deficits. A brain study from Ripollés et al. [62] supports the
latter explanation. Music- supported-therapy in stroke rehabilitation results in a recovery of activation
and connectivity between auditory and motor regions accompanied by an improvement of motor
function [62].
In the present experiment, the hand position was coded by pitch, stereo characteristics, and spectral
composition. Except for stereo characteristics, having a clear zero point with a clear spatial allocation,
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the parameters did not provide any natural indicator about the spatial position. For these parameters,
meaning is only generated by the comparison of two target sounds. Moreover, because of the rather
arbitrary choice of the limits of the parameter range, even the comparison between the target sounds at
best provides information about the direction of the deviation but not about the extent of the deviation.
This difficulty was compensated to some degree by the standardized familiarization protocol in
which the participants gained experience with the proportions of the action area and got to know the
sonification by drawing sinuous lines. Nevertheless, it remains remarkable that the participants were
able to draw information from the sound. The participants were not experienced in using movement
sonification and they were not informed about the systematic of the sonification. Still, they were able
to use it to align target movements in space.
The reaching precision to acoustically coded targets could possibly be further enhanced.
For example, the pitch range used to generate the stimuli was chosen arbitrarily. It must be considered
that the choice might have been suboptimal. Moreover, there exists no reference, that spectral
composition is particularly appropriate to map spatial depth. Possibly, a more informative sound
characteristic can be found for this purpose. A follow-up study might focus on an expedient choice
of the coding sound parameter and the optimal spectra of the used sound parameter to optimize the
informational content of the alteration of the coding sound parameter.
In this study, we provide evidence that reaching space can be coded solely by artificial acoustics.
Our sonification device developed in the first steps seems to be appropriate to represent target
positions acoustically. The sonification of the invisible target position of the hand as instruction
enabled reaching movements with respectable reaching precision. Although the participants were not
informed in detail about how the sound was composed and had no previous experience with the use of
movement sonification, they were able to use the kinematic acoustics to align their reaching movements.
This implicit informational effect became evident, even when the possibility of an additional visual
control of the reaching movement was excluded. Based on these results, a considerable benefit of
a future application of an improved model of the developed sonification device in the neuromotor
rehabilitation of proprioceptively impaired patients can be assumed.
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